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SUMMARY

At the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM), the Biodynamics

Branch (VNB) has the responsibility o7 developing, testing, prototyping,
evaluating, and recommending all methods of improving G tolerance in
aircrew members flying fighter attack aircraft. The VNB physiologicI studies use various sustained G levels; and human subjects are tested
during simulated aerial combat maneuvers, under repetitive G, or under J
other G exposures that may become part of the Air Force anission (e.g.,
space-shuttle launch and reentry studies). Hence the general objective
of the "Engineering Test ad .Evaluation During High G" (TEHG) program,
for which Technology Incorporated served as contractor, has been to provide
engineering data in support of the USAFSAM/VNB mission.

All work was performed in the VNB Human Centrifuge Facility. The
three resulting volumes, plus appendixes, then underwent the necessary
revision and editing by the USAFSAM Medical Editing Section.

j Volume I, Data Evaluation Techniques and Equipment Tests,
SAM-TR-78-10, summarizes the TEHG program and provides informat'.on on data
acquisition systems, mathematics and data analysis, And specific equipment
evaluation.

Volume II, AntL-G Valves, SAM-TR-78-11, affords detailed descrip-
tions of the anti-G valve test protocol, definition of curves, specific
anti-G valve evaluations, and standardized anti-G valve test protocol.

Volume III, Anti-G Suits, SAM-TR-78-12, also affords detailed
descriptions of th-eanti-G suit test protocol, definition of curves, and
specific anti-G suit evaluations, as well as anti-G protective system'.
field-test procedures and supplemental pneumatic lever anti-G suit
evaluation.I The Appendixes, because of their size, could not be included in
any of the TEHG volumes. However, microfiche copies of all of the
Appendixes (A - R) Are available through: The Strughold Aeromedical
Library, Documentation Sections Brooks AFB, Texas 78235.
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E N G I N E E R I NG TEST AND EVALUATION DURING HIGH G

VOLUME III:

ANT I-G SUITS

1. ANTI-G SUIT OPERATION AND MONITORING PRINCIPLES

The physiologic efYects of acceleration are already well documented.
In brief, when acceleration of sufficient magnitude is -pplied to the body
from head to foot (Gz), the blood drains from the upper body (or, at least,
this Gz inhibits the arrival of freshly oxygenated blood) and then pools
in the lower abdomen and legs. The resulting oxygen hypoxia produces not
only reductions in visual acuity and In field of view but, eventually,
unconsciousness. Many of the common maneuvers of high-performance aircraft
produce just such effects upon pilots and other crew members. Fortunately,
modern high-performance aircraft are equipped with an anti-G protective
system to reduce these adverse physiologic effects on aircrew members by
increasing their individual Gz tolerance. The anti-G protective system
comprises two major subsystems--the anti-G valve, and the Anti-G suit.
(The primary function of the anti-G valve, already described in Vol. II,
section 1, is to provide pressure to the anti-G suit at a prescribed
schedule of psig/Gz.)

The anti-G suit is an outer garment, usually worn over a flight
suit or undergarment, and usually covers the abdominal area and legs like
a pair of pants. The suit raises G tolerance by restricting blood flow
to the lower body during high Gz, thus reducing the loss of blood from
the brain. Anti-G suits vary in design and detail, but are of two basic
types: the pneumatic bladder suit, and the pneumatic lever (Capstan) suit.

1.1 Pneumatic Bladder AntL-G Suit

The pneumatic bladder anti-G suit is constructed with a series
of interconnected bladders which are usually on the abdomen, thighs, and
calves. These bladders are so located between the outer covering of the
anti-G suit and the wearer that, as the bladders are pressurized, they
expand against the body and restrict the flow of blood.

V

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Appendixes (A - R) concern the entire TEHG
series, rather than any one volume. Hence, al1 of these
Appendixes apply to, and supplement, Volvines I, II, and III.
(Information on how to order all, o- part, af these Appendixes
appears at the close of each volume.)
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1.2 Pneumatic Lever Ati-G (Capstan) Suit

The pneumatic lever anti-G suit (or Capstan suit) is constructed
with relatively close-fitting legs which are connected to an inflatable
tube by interdigitized tapes down the outside of each 'leg. As the tubes
are pressurized, they expand, pulling the fabric tighter about the legs
and thus restricting the flow of blood. Each pneumatic lever suit is
isually fitted with a separate pneumatic bladder over the abdomen.

1.3 Criteria and Objectives of the Anti-G Suit Tests

Anti-G suits were tested for operation in several areas, both
in a static and in a high G environment. The suits were tested to
establish, respectively: (I) their internal volume at a range of pressures
from 0 psig to their rated maximum pressure; (2) their internal flow
capability, to ascertain their ability to follow a rapidly changing
pressure schedule; (3) the relative uniformity and hysteresis of force
between the various bladders and the surface of a mannequin; and (4).the
leffect• using the human centrifuge, of a high Gz environment un performance.

T:he objective of the anti-G-suit test protocol was a uniform approach
for Investigating, by testing and data analysis, the performance character-
istics of anti-G suits. Because of the various design approaches and
specifications represented by the suits, no attempt was made to present
a protocol specifically applicable to all suits, nor to quantify the
parameters measured. Quantification of the tests was dictated through
two processes: first, by mutual agreement between pertinent staff members
of the Crew Technology Division (VNB) and of the Biometrics Division (BRP),
In the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM), and of Technology
Incorporated; and second, by the test results which indicated areas of
operation .requiring more investigation.

12.
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2. ANTI-G SUIT TEST PROTOCOL

Six types of anti-G suits were tested under the new protocol during
the "Engineering Test and Evaluation During High G" (TEHG) Program. All
tests were conducted at the USAFSAM/VNB laboratories at Brooks Air Force
Base. The protocol was dividci into three phases. The first two phases
dealt with the static and operational characteristics of the suit, and
the third investigated the effects of the applied G field on the suits,
operational characteristics. All dynamic data were recorded on magnetic
tape, digitized, and processed through the computational facilities of
USAFSAM/BRP. (Refer to Vol. I, section 3, for detailed explanations of
the data analysis techniques.)

2.1 Test Configuration

Two basic test configurations were used for evaluating anti-G
suits: The fir;t (Fig. 1) was used for the suit volume and stretch tests
(refer to section 2.3 - Phase I); the second (Fig. 2), for dynamic response
and G-sensitivity testing (refer to section 2.3, Phases II and III).

For both configurations, source pressure was provided by standard
"K bottles" of water-pumped compressed air containing up to 220 SCF at
220 psig. This source was controlled by a spring diaphragm pressure
regulator, manually adjustable for a secondary pressure between 0 psig
and 300 psig.

2.1.1 Suit-Volume Configuration

In the suit-volume configuration (Fig. 1), all pressures
and flows were manually regulated by means of needle valves; and all data
were manually recorded. The known volume was made up of available portable
oxygen cylinders, as required to accommodate the volume of the suit under
test.

2.1.2 Suit-Response Test Configuration

In the suit-response test configuration, the source
pressure was automatically controlled by a solenoid valve. This valve
was driven by a custoiA-made electronic controller which responded to
the output of the suit-pressure transducer.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Available, on p. 151, is a selective list (plus
definitions) of the "Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Symbols"used throughout this volume.

13
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The electronic controller opened the source solenoid valve in I
response to a manual start switch (remote) command. When the suit pressure I
reached a predefined pressure (manually selected in the controller)5 ,..the
source solenoid was automatically shut off. I

* The suit fill rate was manually (and empirically) set by using a
needle valve located downstream from the control solenoid. This valve
served as the principal pressure-reductton port, and was capable of
passing up to 40 SCFH (with a high side pressure of 300 psig). This
valve, in combination with the pressure regulator, was used to vary the
suit fill time.

The suit exhaust was manually controlled through a solenoid valve f
and a gate valve. All exhaust plumbing to the suit connector was a
minimum of 1-1/4 in. (3.18 cm) o.d. pipe to assure negligible line-pressure
drop. Exhaust times were empirically adjusted to match the pressurizationtime (refer to section 2.3.2). 1

A re•lief valve was installed in the main pressure line, Just upstream
from the suit connection. This valve 0Jayco Model 312) was set for approxi-

mately 11 psig and was capable of passing 60 SCFM. f
The anti-G suit under test was fitted to a fiberglass mannequin, I

oriented to simulate a pilot sitting in an aircraft seat, with both feetS~on the rudder pedals.

" 2.? eters Monitored

.2.1 kSource Pressure (Ps)

A source pressure transducer was located immediatelydownstream from the known volume in the suit-volume test configuration,
S~and immediately upstream from the flow transducer in the suit-response

test configuration. In both cases, the in-line pressure port was designed
and positioned to minimize errors due to supply line pressure drops and
Sventuri effects. During the suit-volume tests, the Datametrics pressure
calibration system was used to monitor this parameter. A Taber Teledyne
(Type 176) 0-500 psig transducer was used. for the si•t-response tests.

KH
2.2.2 Suit Pressure (Pw)

A suit-pressure transducer was positioned immediately
Supstram from the inlet to the anti-G suit in both test configurations,

16
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and monitored pressure at this point. The transducer port was so placed
to minimize errors due to pressure drop, through interconnecting tubing,
and due to venturi effects. A Giannini Model 451212-4 (0-30 psia) trans-
ducer was used in the suit-volume test configuration. In the suit-response
test configuration, a Statham Model P6TC-201-400 (*20 psid) transducer
was used.

-2.2.3 Air Flow (FE)

flA Datametrics mass flow transducer Model 1000-2,
positioned immediately downstream from the source pressure transducer port,
was used to monitor air flow. This transducer has an. effective range of

* 0.6 to 60 SCFM.

2.2.4 Acceleration (G7)

SThe Z-axis (i.e., perpendicular to the floor of the
"" gondola) was monitored by the accelerometer (Page Engineering Model

CA19R-20G-1311) presently being used formost investigations on the
USAFSAM human centrifuge.

2.2.5 Suit Volume (V)

The volume of the anti-G suit under test was adjusted
by changing the "fit" of the suit on the mannequin. The volume was
measured by evacuating the suit with a mild vacuum and then pressurizing
the suit to the specified pressure from a known volume (refer to
section 2.1.1).

2.2.0: Anti-G Suit Bladder Pressure (Pb)

The relative pressure, In five individual pressure

bladders of the anti-G suit, was continuously monitored by "force buttons"t m

(i.e., strain gages mounted inside a disk and designed to measure forces
Snormal to the face of the disk) mounted on the abdomen, both thighs, and 1'

both calves of the test mannequin. The force buttons (Houston Scientific
Model 1200-015) were designed by the manufacturer to operate from 0 to
15 psi [terminology used by manufacturer].

2.2.7 Signal Conditioning and Recordin

Most of the data recorded for these tests utilized the
*standard techniques for the majority of tests run on the USAFSA1 human

.1
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centrifuge. These techniques involved passing the electrical signals
through slip rings to the control console, amplifying or attenuating as
necessary, and recording the most important of the processed signals on
the control console Brush recorder. In addition, data collection included
filtering and rescaling the signals in the Data Center, recording the
reprocessed signals on magnetic tape, and re-recording the output of the
tape recorder playback electronics on one or two Brush recorders in the
Data Center, adjacent to the SAM Human Centrifuge Control Room.

Selected parameters were monitored on expanded scales to provide
improved resolution. This technique involves paralleling the raw data
signal into two signal-conditioning amplifiers. One amplifier is scaled
to monitor the full range of the output signal,, and serves as a baseline
standard for the second amplifier. The gain of the second amplifier is
set and calibrated at 5 to 20 times the "standard amp" and the direct
current (dc offset capability used to "chase" the signal to the value
of interest. The resulting signal is used to study small variations in
relatively large signals (especially where dead band and hysteresis are
of interest), while the "standard amp" serves as a true parameter value
monitor.

2.3 Test Description

The performance evaluation tests for anti-G suits were con-
ducted in the following phases (I - 111). In some cases$ the design of
a particular suit or the resulting data dictated the addition or deletion
of all, or part, of a phase.

2.3.1 Phase I--Suit Volume and Stretch Test

allyprobble The purpose of this test was to detemiine the operation-
allyprobblevariations in suit volume with respect to size (if available)

and bladder pressure.

A) A full range of suit sizes (as available) were tested for
unmounted" volume (i.e., not fitted to a man or mannequin). Where

possible, at least one suit of the proper size was tested on a subject
and on a mannequii. under the following conditions (configurations):

1) a proper fit, on a man;
2) a proper fit, on a mannequin;

3) the loosest practical fit, on a mannequin; and

4) the tightest possible fit, on a mannequin.

18



A!
From these data, the operationally probable size variations was estimated.
All volumes calculated under this paragraph resulted from a standard
5-psig internal bladder pressure.

B) One suit was properly fitted on a mannequin; and the volume
was determined for at least 12 pressures, distributed between 0 psig and
the design maximum pressure, with a data point concentration around 0 psig
(e.g., 0, 1/2. 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 psig).

[NOTE: If a mild vacuum is applied to the suit, a finite volume
of air, perhaps an appreciable volume, will be required before the pressure
in the suit will start to rise.]

Volumes for Phase I were calculated: as "incompressible" volumes
(i.e., the volume of incompressible fluid that would be required to fill
the suit to the test pressure); and as standard air volumes [SAV] (i.e.,
the amount of air at ambient pressure required to fill the suit to the
test pressure).

2.3.2 Phase If--Suit Response Test

The purpose of this test was to determine the response
of the suit to input pressure and flow under static (i.e., 1 G) conditions• ~(test setup in Fig. 2).

A) The fill and exhaust, rates were empirically adjusted (and
flow rates recorded) to five discrete values, ranging between 1 sec¾ (or the maximum flow handling capability of the test setup) and 20 sec
elapsed time between 0 psig and design maximum pressure. The elapsed
times, graphically determined by using a semilog scale, were "nearest
second (time) approximations" of a 1-2-5-10-20 progression. The maximum
inflation and minimum deflation rates were determined, using the maximum
suit volume to assure compatibility of the rate schedule between volumes.

B) Data were recorded from five iterations (reduced to three when
the quality of the data would allow it) of each fill and exhaust rate for
the median suit volume, and at the minimum and maximum fill and exhaust
rates for each of the minimum and maximum suit volumes. A complete set
of data was taken for the minimum, median, and maximum (operationally
probable) suit volumes determined in Phase 1.

19
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J C) One additional set of Inflation iterations was recorded foreach suit volume at the standard Inflation rate most nearly approximating1-sec elapsed time and with a mild vacuum applied to the suit immediatelybefore each run. All other Inflation iterations were run starting withthe suit at ambient pressure.

D) When the span between the elapsed test times for the maximumand minimum flow rates was less thaai 10 sect the number of inflationand/br-deflation rates tested were reduced, by one.

2.3.3 Phase 1.1--Gz Influence Test

The purpose of this test was to determine the influenceof an acceleration field on tle response of the test Item The same testsetup and conditions were used as in Phase II.

Data from five iterations (reduced v,, three when the quality of thedata permitted) of inflation and deflation at the maximum and mintArates were recorded for each suit volume in stable mean acceleration
'• fields of 2 G and 10 G.

20
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3. DEFINITION OF CURVES (Consult Appendixes H - M.2)

Several standard plots were generated from the G-suit data to aid

in the evaluation of suit performance. Eact standard set of plots (for

a given set of data) is accompanied by a legend. The legend contains

curve label definitions, variable range, and maximum deviation in the
data from the curve, as appropriate.

Included in Appendixes H - M.2 are the standard graphs and the

special comparison graphs, prefaced by descriptions of the resoective

types. For the convenience of the reader, these descriptions are

numbered sequentially #rom 3.1 to 3.6.6.

I
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4. SPECIFIC ANTI-G SUIT EVALUATIONS

4.1 The CSU-.12/P Anti-G Suit

s T The CSU-12/P is a standard pneumatic bladder type of anti-G

suit. The suit is available in six sizes. The bladder casings are made
of chloroprene-coated nylon, and the outer cover is made of interwoven
nylon and cotton. Bladders are located at the abdomen, right and left
thigh, and right and left calf. Suit adjustment is made at the waist,
thighs, and calves by means of lacing which is covered by a velcro flap.
The suit is connected to the pressure source, through a relatively stiff
hose, by a standard break~way quick-disconnect fitting. This fitting is
equipped with a check valve which bleeds suit pressure down to 1.5 psig
when disconnected in the pressurized condition.

In reviewing the data presented in section 4 of this volume
(and in Appendix H), the following points should be noted:

S1) Flow requirements and suit volumes cannot be compared with
the suit-volume data, as the test conditions are not the I
same. The volume tests were made using evacuated suits,
while the fill and exhaust tests were made using suits filled
to dtnmospheric pressure.

2) The 2-sec fill rate was used for valve flow delivery require-
ments to the suit--representing approximately a 4 G/sec
G-onset rate.

3) Flow data curves (0- and 2-sec fill rates) generally show a
fill time of 1/4- to 1/2-sec longer than the stated fill time.
This difference is a result of mode&lrg techniques and data
discontinuities, and also of a statistical variation in flow
control valve setting.

4.1.1 Suit-Volume Tests

Listed in Table 1 are the vol]mes (in liters) of the
large-long CSU-12/P, and of several configuratios 'of the medium-regular
size. The mean values of the volume and the thre-o standard deviations
are based on a sample of three runs for each suit size. The volumes were
calculated at a suit pressure of 5 psig. In Figore 3, the same data are
shown as points on the 5-psig ordinate. The mean volume for an unmunted
CSU-12/P suit is 13.307 liters.
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The various configurations of the medium regular size were obtained

by adjusting the suit on a fiberglass mannequin to be: looser than
normal; tighter than normal; and normal. The suit was also te•.ted while
properly fitted to a human subject. These volumes were used to establish
an average volume for the later testL.

Listed in Table 2 is the "stretch" volume of a CSU-12/P medium
regular suit mounted on a fiberglass mannequin. These data (Fig. 3)
were obtained by evacuating the suit with a mild vacuum, then raising the
suit pressure in 1-psig steps, and calculating the suit volune at each
step. Three standard deviations from the mean are also shown.

It should be noted that the indicated suit volume increases rapidly
until a pressure of about 1 psig is attained. This increase is primarily
due to the volume of air required to "fill out" the suit from the evacuated
condition. From 1 to 10 psig, the suit volume increases in a reasonably
linear fashion at a rate of approximately 0.30 liter/psig.

Tables 3 and 4, and Figure 4, show the same data as Tables 1 and 2,
and Figure 3, except that anti-G suit volumes are expressed in terms of
standard air volumes (SAV); i.e., the volume, in liters, occupied b) the
air in the suit at 14.7 psia. This information is useful in calculating
suit leak flow.

4.1.2 Flow Impedance

The CSU-12/P filled to required pressures at the experi-
mental fill rates, except at the 1-sec fill rate. The fill hose impedance
of this suit was quite high and prevented suit pressure from reaching the
required 10 pslg in 1 sec for any of the suit configurations.

AUTHORWS NOTE: For expanded information on the data summarized
* in section 4, consult Appendix H: "CSU-12/P Anti-G Suit Data Curves."

Therein, each set of curves is preceded by a table containing the
minimum and maximum suit pressure, force gage readings, and flow
"readings, and representative deviations from the mean of the data.
While absolute maximum and minimum force gage readings and suit-
pressure readings are presented in table form, the actual curves are
normalized curves. Relative comparisons are necessary, since absolute
force gage readings are a function of variables other than suit pres-
sure and fill rate. Other variables include: area of suit contact
with the force gage; bladder form; and suit fit.
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l'12 2

1

3

11

10

8.

.9

7 1. V + 3u, Medium Reqular on Mannequin
2. V M ledium Regular on Obnnequin
3. V - 3a, 4edium Regular on Mannequin
4. Large Long Unmounted

Me. Mdium Regular Unmounted6• 6. Medium Regular, Proper Fit. on Subject.
II 7. Medium Regular, Loose Fit on Mlannecquin
I8. Medium Regular. Proper Fit on Mannequin

9. Medium Regular, Tight Fit on Mannequin

IA

0 1 z 3 4 6 6 7 76
SUIT PRESSURES (PSIG)

Figure 3. Volume of the CSU-12/P antl-G suit.
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4.1.3 Maximum (ft k) Fill Rates
The 1-sec and 20-sec fill rates for the three suit sizesI

2)are co~pared in Table 5:

TABLE 5. FLOW RATES OF THE CSU12/ ANTI-G SUIT

VOL.]

II

Mmi*

IL~

Mid *48.3 *23.2 23.0 3.5

Max *60*4727.34.

FM -the peak flow measured during the 3 runs..

Tuthe average maximum flow.

*See report section 4.1.2.f

4.1.4 Flow Requirements

A steady flow of 14 SCFM and a peak flow of 30.3 SCFM
were required to fill the CSU-1e/P suit in the required 2-sec time inter-
val. Therefore, any valve used with the CSU-12/P should be able todeliver

11 such flow rates for 6-onset rates apprwahn 4 G/sec.

4.1.5 Nomaliz Paraterg,

ar vr l'he normalized force ga es and suit-pressure profilesthe (etgh, grouped) at fivl rates. This finding indicates
CSU-12/P fills and bleeds as a wilt, with all bladders following

the input suit pressure. l

4.1.6 G-Force Effects

1Ihe CSU-12/P was run through identical 1-sec and 20-sec
fill and bleed tests under static, conditions, 2 G and 10 G. Shoam in
Tablesl 6 and 7 ins Vith u- s mealized SU-12/P sfor e h res tivepsandrtes for static conditions.__Examinato o/see.
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S1) at flow shut-off point,

2) during the first 4 sec of data, or

3) at discontinuities in the curves.

Examination of the following tables, and associated plots, indicates
that there is very little G-effect upon the performance of the CSU-12/P.
Suit-pressure deviations between static and the lO-Gz condition are as
high as 0.95 psig. Corresponding force-button readings do not, however,
indicate variations of this magnitude. Since the high deviations are
limited to the 1-sec fills, especially the suit-pressure channel, these
deviations were probabl caused by the hose Impedance in this suit.
(See Appendix H, p. 74. All deviations in force gage readings between
static and G-stressed conditions, with the exception of the 1-sec fill,
are less than 0.1 and are probably not physiologically significant.

4.2 The CSU-13A/P Anti-6 Suit

The CSU-13A/P is a standard pneumatic bladder type of anti-G
suit. Bladders are located at the abdomen, left and right thigh, and

left and right calf. The bladder casing is fabricated of a polyurethane-
S:oated nylon taffeta, and the outer cover is high-temperature resistant

cloth (NOMEX). The CSU-13A/P is adjusted by lacings, at the waist and on
the left and right thigh. Lacing covers are fastened with velcro tape.
The suit is connected through a flexible hose to the pressure source
(anti-G valve) by a break-away quick-disconnect fitting. This fitting is
equipped with a check valve designed so that, if the suit is disconnected
in the pressurized condition, it will bleed down to 1.5 psig in about
3 sec. Suit pressure will continue to bleed down to 0.5 psig in an
additional 3 - 5 sec.

Data from Appendix I, "CSU-13A/P Anti-G Suit Data Curves,'" are
presented In the following subsections in sumary and table form. Before
these data are examined, the following considerations must be noted:

1) Flow requirements and suit volumes cannot be compared with the
suit-volume data, as the test conditions are not the same.
The volume tests were run using evacuated suits, while the
fill and exhaust tests were made using suits filled to atmos-
pheric pressure.

-2) The 2-sec fill rate was used for valve flow delivery require-
ments to the suit--representing approximately a 4 Gisec
G-onset rate.

3) Flow data curves (1- and 2-sec fili rates) generally show a
fill time of A- to ½-sec longer than the stated fill time.
This difference is a result of mbdeling techniques and dMta
discontinuities, and also of a statistical variation in flow

*1 control valve settings.
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In addition to the curves and the tables included in the following
subsections, each set of curves in Appendix I is preceded by a table
containing the minimum and maximum suit pressure, force gage readings and
flow readings, and representative deviations from the mean of the data.

Lastly, while absolute maximum and minimum force gage readings and
suit-pressure readings are presented in table form in Appendix 1, the
actual curves are normalized curves. Relative comparisons are necessary,
since absolute force gage readings are a function of variables other than
suit pressure and fill rate. Other variables include area of suit contact
with the force gage, bladder form, and suit fit.

4.2.1 Suit-Volume Tests

Listed in Table 8 are the volumes in liters for the
various sizes of the CSU-13A/P, and for several configurations of the
medium-regular size. The mean values of the volume and the three standard
deviations are based on a sample of five runs for each suit size. The
volumes were calculated at a suit pressurt of 5 psig. The same data are
displayed in graphic form in Figure 5 as points on the 5-psig ordinate.

A large variation (about 20%) in unmounted volume, which exists
between the various sizes of the CSU-13A/P, would indicate that the
bladders in this suit are different for each of the suit sizes. The mean
volume for an unmounted CSU-13A/P suit Is 14.119 liters.

The various configurations of the medium-regular size were obtained
by adjusting the suit on a fiberglass mannequin to a looser than normal
fit, a tighter than normal fit, and a normal fit. The suit was also
tested while properly fitted to a human subject. These volumes were used
to establish an average volume for the later tests. Shown in Table 9 are
the "stretch" volumes of a CSU-13A/P medium-regular suit mounted on a
fiberglass mannequin. j

These data (Fig. 5) were obtained by evacuating the suit with a mild
vacuum, then raising the suit pressure in 1-psig steps, and calculating
the suit volume at each step. Three standard deviations from the mean,
based on a sample of three runs, are also shown.

It should be nioted that the indicated suit volume increases rapidly
until a pressure of about 1.5 psig is attained. This increase is prtiArily
due to the volume of air required to "fill out" the suit from the evacuated
condition. From 1.5 to 10 pslg, the suit volume increases in a reasonably
linear fashion at a rate of approximately 0.21 liter/pslg.

In Tables 10 and 11, and Figure 6, are shown the same data as in
Tables 9 and 10, and Figure 5, except that anti-6 suit volumes are expressed
in terms of standard air volumes (SAV); i.e., the volume, in liters, occupied
by the air in the suit at 14.7 psia. This information is useful in cal-
culating suit leak flow.
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1. V Medium Reqular on Mannequin
2. V+31 Medium Regular on Sannequln
3. V-3d Medium Reqular on Mannequin
4. Large-Lonq Unmounted5. f ledi-4-eular Unnounted

6. Smal,-Regular Urjounted
7. Medium Regular Loose Manequin Fit

8. Medtum-Reqular Prooer Subject Fit
9. Medium-Regular Proper Mannequin Fit

10. Medium Regular Tiqht lannequin Fit

SUIT PRESSURE (PSJG)

Figure S. Volums of the CSU-13A/P anti-C suit.
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1. SVW Medium-Reqular on Mannequin
2. SW+3a ledium-Reqular on Mannequin
3. SV-3o Medium-Reqular on Mannequin
4. Large-Lonq Unmounted
5. Medlum-Reqular Unmounted
76. Small-Regular Unmounted
7. Medium-Regular Loose Mannequin Fit
8. M4edium-Regular Proper Subject Fit
9. Medium-Regular Proper Mannequin Fit

10. Medium-Regular Tight Mannequin Fit.

t -
4 1 I l I It

SUIT PRESSURE (PSIG)

Figure 6. Standard air volumes of the CSU-13A/p antl-G suit.
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4.2.2 Flow Impedance

"The CSU-13A/P filled to near required pressures at all
experimental fill rates.

4.2.3 Maximum (Max) Fill Rates

The 1-sec and 20-sec fill rates for the three suit sizes

are compared in Table 12.

TABLE 12. FLOW RATES OF THE CSU-13A/P ANTI-G SUIT

SUIT FM I FM FM FMVOL

l ;ec] [20 sec)
Min 38.3 30.3 13.2 2.0

Mid 39.6 30.5 33.5 4.9

Max 38.7 30.6 33.9 8.0

FM - the peak flow measured during the 5 runs

"TM = the average maximum flow

4.2.4 Flow Requirements

The CSU-13A/P required a steady flow of 18.5 SCFM and a
peak flow of 35 SCFM to fill the suit in the required 2-sec time interval.
Therefore, any valve used with the CSU-13A/P should be able to deliver
these flow rates for G-onset rates approaching 4 G/sec.

{ 4.2.5 Normalized Parameters

The normalized force gage and suit-pressure profiles are
very tight (e.g., grouped) at all fill rates. This finding indicates that
the CSU-13A/P fills and bleeds as a unit, with all bladders following the
input suit pressure.

4.2.6 G-Force Effects

The CSU-13A/P was run through ilentical 1-sec and 20-sec
fill and bleed tests under static conditions, 2 G and 10 G. Tables 13 and
)i4 contain the maximum normalized difference for the respective parameters

41
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. oI

under G and static conditions. Examination of graphs of the cases
resulting in the greatest differences (refer to Appendix 1) reveals that
these generally occur:

1) at flow s.ut-off point,

.2) during the first ¼ sec of data, or

3) at discontinuities in the curves.

Examination of the following tables, and associated plots, indicatesthat there is no significant G-effect upon the performance of the CSU-13A/P.

All deviations between static and G-stressed conditions are less thWn 0.2
and are probably not physiologically significant. It is significant that,
with only two exceptions, all deviations over 0.1 occurred during the I-sec
fill cycle, and are probably the product of suit-skin friction impeding
the application or release of pressure on the force sensor.

4.3 CSU-15/P Anti-G Suit

The CSU 15/P High Temperature Resistant Cutaway Anti-G Coverall
p.iti-G Suit) was developed and is produced for the U.S. Navy. It is aSstandard bladder type anti-G suit with five bladders located, respective ly,
at the abdomen, right and left thigh, and right and left calf. These
bladders are interconnected by tubing integral with the suit. The suit

* is connected to the pressure sourme (Anti-G Valve),with a stln4adr
breakaway quick-disconnect fitting.

This suit differs physically from other similar types by an increased
amount of suit adjustment lacing and by a longer flexible suit disconnectI ~~hose. "

Data from Appendix J: "CSU-15/P Anti-G Suit Data Curves," arepresented in the following subsections in summary and table form. Before
thesedata are texmteds to following considrationsd must be noted:

1) Flow requirements and suit volumes cannot be compared with the
suit-volume data, as the test conditions are not the same.
The volume tests were run with evacuated suits, while the fill
and exhaust tests were made using suits filled to atmospheric

2) !pressure.

2) The 2-sec fill rate was used for valve flow delivery require- -
* *mrnts to the suit--representing approximately a 4 G/sec

G-onset rate.

S3) Flow data curves (1- and 2-sec fill rates) generally show a fill
time of 4 to s sec longer than the stated fill time. This

`"difference is a result of modeling techniques and data discon-
tinuities, and also of a statistical variation in flow-contral

I- valve settings.

S~44
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In addition to the curves and the tables in the following subsections,
each set of curves in Appendix J is preceded by a table containing the
minimum and maximum suit pressure, force gage readings, flow readings,
and representative deviations from the mean of the data.

Lastly, while absolute maximum and minimum force gage readings and
suit-pressure readings are presented in table form in Appendix J, the
actual curves are normalized curves. Relative comparisons are necessary,

* since absolute force gage readings are a function of variables other than
suit pressure and fill rate. Other variables include area of suit contact
0wit0 the force gage,,bladder form, and suit fit.

4.3.1 Suit-Volume Tests

Listed in Table 15 pre the volumes (in liters) of the
various sizes of the CSU-15/P, and for several configurations of the
medium-regular size. The mean values of the volume and the three standard
deviations are based on a sample of five runs for each suit size. The
volumes were calculated at a suit pressure of 5 psig. The same data are
shown in Figure 7 as points on the 5-psig ordinate.

It should be noted that there is not a large variation (about 3%)
in unmounted volume between the various sizes of the CSU-15/P. This
finding would indicate that the bladders used in this suit are essentially
icilntical for all of the suit sizes. The mean volume for an uniounted
CSU-15/P suit is 9.617 liters.

The various configurations of the medium-regular size were obtained

by fitting the suit on a fiberglass mannequin to a looser than normal
fit, a tighter than ormal fit, and a normal fit. The suit was also
tested while properly fitted to a human subject. These volumes v re
used to establish an average volume for the later tests.

Shown in Table 16 is the "stretch" volume of a CSU-15/P medium-regular
suit mounted on a fiberglass mannequin.

These data (Fig. 7) were obtained by evacuating the suit with a mildvacuum, raising the suit pressure in 1-psig steps, and calculating thesuit volume at each step. Three standard deviations from the mean are

also shmo.

It should be noted that the indicated suit volume increases rapidly
until a pressure of about 2 psig is attained. This increase is primarily
due to the volume of air required to "fill out" the suit from the eva-
cuated condition. From 2 to 10 psig, the suit volwme increases in a
reasonably linear fashion at a rate of approximately 0.175 liter/psig.

In Tables 17 and 18, and Figure 8, the same data are shown as lai
Tables 15 and 16. and Figure 7, except that anti-G suit volumes ate
expressed in terms of standard air volume (SAV); i.e., the volume, in
liters, occupied by the air in the suit at 14.7 psia. This informttion
is useful in calculating suit leak flow.
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S07

0 3AI
93

,4. I V f Medium-Regular on tlannequln

LJ 2. V÷3a, Medium-Regular on Mannequin
3. V-3a, Medium Regular on arnnequin
4. Long-Regular U nmounted
5. tiedium-Regular Unmounted
6. Small-Regular Unmounted
7. Medium-Regular Loose lannequin Fit
8. Medium-Regular Proper Subject Fit
9. Medium-Regular Proper Mnnequin Fit

10. Medium-Regular Tight Mannequin Fit

giI 1

SUIT PRESSURE (PSIG)

Flgure 7. Volumes of the CSU-1J /P anti-S suit.
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4.3.2 Flow Impedance

The CSU-l5/P filled to near required pressures at all
experipental fill rates.

4.3.3 Maximum CMax) Fill Rates

The 1-sec and 20-sec fill rates for the three svit sizes
ore compared in Table 19.

TABLE 19. FLOW RATES FOR THE CSU-151P ATI-G SUIT

>1 SUIT FM ' FN

P1 sec] [20 sec]
"Min 24.8 16.2 9.7 1.25

Kid 35.7 26. 25.4 2.5

max 43.5 37.4 34.5 5.2

FN =the peak flow measured during the 5 runs.

* the average maxcum flow.

4.3.4 Flow Reqirements

The CSU-1S/P required a steady flow of 13 SCFH and a peak
flow of 23 SCFN to fill the suit in the rquired 2-sec time interval.
Therefore, any valve used with the CSU-15/P should be able to deliver
thew flow rates for G-onset rates approaching 4 G/sec.

*4.3.5 .ioal ized Paraeters a

The normlized force gage and suit-pressure profiles
ate very tight (e.g., grmiped) at all fill rates. This finding indicates
that the CSU-lS/P fills and bleeds as a unit, with all bladders following
the Imput suit pressure.

4.3.6 G-Force Effects I-
The CSU-1l5/P was run through identical 1-sec and 20-sec

fill aod bleed tests under static conditions, 2 G and 10 G. Tables 20
and 21 c•nm im the maximm nonulf red difference for the respective
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parameters under G and static conditions. Examination of graphs of the
cases resulting in the greatest differences (refer to Appendix J) reveals
that these generally occur:

1) at flow shut-off point,

2) during the first 4 sec of data, or

3) at discontinuities in the curves.

Examination of the following tables, and associated plots, indicates
that there is no significant G-effect upon the performance of the CSU-15/P.
All deviations between static and G-stressed conditions are less than 0.2
and are probably not physiologically significant. It is significant that,
with only one exception, all deviations over 0.1 occurred during the 1-sec
fill and exhaust cycles, and are probably the product of suit-skin friction
impeding the application or release of pressure on the force sensor.

4.4 British Mini Anti-G Suit

The "British Mini," an anti-G protective garment designed and
produced for the British RAF, is a standard pneumatic bladder type anti-G
suit; but it is cut off just above the knees, and does not have calf
bladders. This suit has three bladders, located on the abdomen, and on
the left and right thigh, respectively.

Suit adjustment is accomplished by lacings on the waist and thighs.
TIhe mini is connected to the anti-G valve through a flexible hose by a

~ !standard breakaway quick-disconnect fitting.

Data from Appendix K: "British Mini Anti-G Suit Data Curves," are
presented in the following subsections in summary zrid table form. Before
these data are examined, the following considerations must be noted:

1) Flow requirements and suit volumes cannot be compared with the
suit volume data, as the test conditions are not the same.

S•!• IThe volume tests were run with evacuated suits, while the

fill and exhaust tests were made using suits filled to atmos-
pheric pressure.

.2) The 2-sec fill rate was used for valve flow delfvery require-
ments to the suit--representing approximately a 4 6/sec
6-onset rate.

3) Flow data curves (- and 2-sec fill rates) generally show a fill
time of 4 to 11 sec longer than the stated fill time. This
difference is a result of modeling techniques and data discon-
tinuities, and also of a statistical variation in flow control
valve settings.
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In addition to the curves and the tables In the following subsections,
each set of curves in Appendix K is preceded by a table containing the
minimum and maximum suit pressure, force gage readings, flow readings,

4 and representative deviations from the mean of the data.

Lastly, while absolute maximum and minimum force gage readings and
s~'t-pressure readings are presented In table form in Appendix K, the
actual curves are normalized curves. Relative comparisons are necessary,
since absolute force gage readings are a function of variables other thanJU• suit pressure and fill rate., Other variables include area of suit contact
with the force gage, bladder form, and suit fit.

4.4.1 Suit-Volume Tests

Listed in Table 22 are the volumes (in liters) for
several configurations of the British Mini, medium-regular size. Only
one suit (medium-regular) of this type was available for testing. The a
mean values of the volume and the three standard deviations are based
on a sample of five runs for each suit configuration. The volumes were
calculated at a suit pressure of 5 psig. The same data are shown In
Figure 9 as points on the 5-psig ordinate.

The various configurations of the medium-regular size were obtained
by adjusting the suit on a fiberglass mannequin to a looser than normal
fit, a tighter than normal fit, and a normal fit. The suit was also
tested while properly fitted to a human subject. These volumes were used
to establish an average volume for the later tests.

Shown in Table 23 and Figure 9 are the "stretch" volumes of a British
Mini medium-regular suit mounted on a fiberglass mannequin. These data
were obtained by evacuating the suit with a mild vacuum, then raising the
suit pressure in 1-psig steps, and calculating the suit volume at each
step. Three standard deviations from the mean are also shown.

It should be noted that the indicated suit volume increases rapidly

until a pressure of about 2 psig is attained. This increase is primarily
due to the volume of air required to "fill out" the suit from the evacuated
condition. From 2 to 10 psig, the suit volume increases in a reasonably
linear fashion at a rate of approximately 0.18 liter/psig.

In Tables 24 and 25, and Figure 10, are shown the same data as in
Tables 22 and 23, and Figure 9, except that anti-G suit volumes are
expressed in terms of standard air volume (SAV); I.e., the volume, In
liters, occupied by the air in the suit at 14.7 psia. This Information
is useful In calculating suit leak flow.SiI
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"1. Von Oannequin

2. %~3a on Mannequin
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4. Unmounted Suit
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14

2

13 3

-J

CD

(n 1. SAV~ on Mannequin
2. SAV+3oon Mannequin
3. 3WV-3o on Mannequin
4. Unmounted Suit
5. Loose Mannequin Fit
6. Proper Subject Fit

5 7. Proper Mannequin Fit
8. Tight Mannequin Fit

1 2 3) 4 7 8 3 10
SUIT PRESSURE (PSIG)

¶ iFigure 10. Standard air volume of the British antt-G
.I mini-suit (medium-regular size).
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required pressures.

4.4.3 Max FillRae

The 1-sec and 20-sec fill rates of the British Anti-G
Mini-suit are compared in Table 26.

TABLE 26. FLOW RATES OF THE BRIYISH AMTI-G "INI-SUIT

I secJ 120 sec]

Mid 36.7 26.8 31.2 4.6

FM the peak flow measured during the 5 rums.

F"- the average maiumi flow.

P! 4.4.4 Flow fequirerments

The British Mini required a steady flow of 12 SUFM and a
peak flow of 38 SCFM to fill the suit In the required 2-sec time Interval.
Therefore, any valve used with the British Mini should be able to deliver
these flow rates for G-omset rates approaching 4 Gisisc.

4.4.5 Niormalized Parameters

The normalized force gage and suit pressure or* very
tightly grouped at all fill rates. This finding indicates that the British
Mini fills and bleeds nearly as a oilt, with all bladders following the
input suit pressure.

4.4.6. G-Force Effects

The British Mini was run throuh Identical I-sac mand 20-sec
fill and bleed tests wnder static canditiems,. 2 6 aind l0Os. Tables 27 and
28 contain the maximA normal ized difference for the respective paralsteft
under G a&d Static conditions. Exmination, of grwphs of the cases resultiag
in the greetest diff~tN'mKs (refer to Appendix 0) rtveals that tiee" geneall
occur:
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Examination of the. following tables, and associated plots, indicates
that there is no significant G-effect upon the performance of the British
Mini. All deviations between static and G-stressed conditions are less
thoo C.2 (except for pressure and bladder force on the 1-sec fills), and
oire probably not physiologically %ignificant. The 1-sec fills, which had
values, ranging from 0.0& and 0.§02, registered these values at the curve
peaks. This variation is the result of valve shut-off characteristics,
"suit-skin "fiction effeLts, and the statistical variation which is present
during high fill rates. It is tsiqnificant that, with only one exception,
.dl deviations over 0.1 occurred during the 1-sec fill and exhaust cycles.

4.S USAF Lower body FulI Pre__ ure (LBFP) Anti-G Suit

The Lower Body F,'ll Pressure (LBFP) anti-G suit, designed and
produc.ed for the U.S. Air Force, uses a maximum of 6 psig. This suit
use lirqe ,neumatic baddders which completely surround the legs and
d.dGrnin4l area and apply pressure over the entirc lower body. The LBFP,
whicn connects to the pressure source (i.e., an anti-G valve) through
4 flexible ho,.e and a standard breakaway quick disconnect fitting. may
uie a standard anti-G valve; but, because of its large vYlume, extremely

,i Jhigh flow rateý trom the valve are required to pressurize the suit rapidly.

tDa•t trot Appendix L: "LBFP Anti-G Suit Data Curves," are presented
'tn tre following subsections in summary and in tables. Before these data
,re exA&ired, the following considerations must be noted:

1) Flow reqairements and suit volumes cannot be compared with the
suit-volume data, as the test conditions are not the same. The
volume tests were run with evacuated suits, while the fill and
exhaust tests were mAde with suits filled to atmospheric
WreSure.

2) T*e 2.5-sec fill rate was used for valve flow delivery require-
wants to the suit, representing approximately a 3.5 G/sec
G-oaest rate--the aximuiw fill rate of which the LFP is capable.

,3 Flow data curves generally show a fill time of t4 to A sec longer
than tvre stated fill time. This difference is a result of
moedeling techmiques and data discontinulties. and also of a
stati.tical variation in flow control valve settings.

In adition to the curves and the tables in the following subsections,
f.t Let of curves in A. ig L is preceded by a table containing the

m -'*samm mW xi suitt pressures, force gage readings, flow readings,
od rrtwsetatite deviations from tte mean of the data.
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Lastly, while absolute maximum and minimum force gage readings and
suit-pressure readings are presented in tables in Appendix L, the actual
curves are normalized curves. Relative comparisons are necessary, because
absolute force gage readings are a function of variables other than suit
pressure and fill rate. Other variables include area of suit contact with
the force gage, bladder form, and suit fit.

4.5.1 Suit-Volume Tests

Listed in Table 29 are the volumes (in liters) of various
configurations of the LBFP suit. Only one size of the LBFP suit was
available for test. The mean values of the volume and the three standard
deviations are based on a sample of five runs for each suit configuration.
The volumes were calculated at a suit pressure of 2.5 psig. The same data
are shown in Figure 11 as points on the 2.5-psig ordinate.

The various configurations of the medium-regular size were obtained
by adjusting the suit on a fiberglass mannequin to: a looser than normal
fit, a tighter than normal fit, and a normal fit. The suit was also
tested while properly fitted to a human subject. These volumes were used
to establish an average volume for the later tests.

Listed in Table 30 are the "stretch" volumes of an LBFP medium-
regular suit mounted on a fiberglass mannequin. These data (Fig. 11) were
obtaired by evacuating the suit with a mild vacuum, then raising the suit
pressure in ½-psig steps, and calculating the suit volume at each step.
Three standard deviations from the mean are also shown.

It should be noted that the indicated suit volume increases rapidly
until a pressure of about 2 psig is attained. This increase is primarily
due to the volume of &ir required to fill out the suit from the evacuated
condition. From 2 to 5 psig, the suit volume increases in a reasonably
linear fashion at a rate of approximately 0.73 liter/psig.

In Tables 31 and 32, and Figure 12, are shown the same data as in
Tables 29 and 30, and Figure 11, except that anti-G suit volumes are
expressed in terms of standard air volume (SAV);i.e., the volume, in liters,•: "occupied by the air in the suit at 14.7 psia. This inforimation is useful in
calculating suit leak flow.

4.5.2 Flow Impedance

The LBFP suit could not be filled to required pressures
at I- and 2-sec fill rates. The first set of data was taken at 2.5 sec,
the fastest rate at which the LBFP could be filled. This suit was also
tested at a 4-sec fill rate. After testing at the 4-sec rate was completed,
the LBFP suit incurred a failure (a high leak rate) which precluded further
testing of this suit.
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2k "

.Is

I, I, I

M. Von annequinr
-. V-3a on Mannequin

1; 1. V-3a on Mannequin
4. Unmounted
S. Loose Mgnnequin Fit
6., Proper Subject Fit
8. PIrope Mamnequin Fit
8. Trght Manmquin Fit

= ,

SUIT PRESSURE (PSIG)

Figure 11. Volume of the USAF LBFP antl-G suit
(medium-requLr size).
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34

30

08

AQJ

0 1. _ on Mannequin
2. 903 on tNanequin

V 3. MXV-3o on Mannlequin
16 4. Suit Unmounted

5. Loose Mannequin Fit
06. Proper Subject Fit

7. Proper Miannequin Fit
8. Tight Mlannequin Fit

S6IT PRESSURE (PSI)

1 3.

Figure 12. Standard air volume of the USAF LBFP antl-G suit
(medium-regular size).
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4.5.3 Maximwt (Max) Fill Rates

uThe 2.5-sec and 4-sec fill rates of the USAF LBFP anti-G1 suit are c•pared in Table 33 for the mid-size suit.

TABLE 33. FLOW RATES OF THE USAF LBFP ANTI-G SUIT

SUIT FN T4 F1 rI
VOL. __

[2.5 sec] [4 sec]
Mid 38.3 18 3B.6 1]

FM = the peak flow measured during the 5 runs.

'r4 - the average maximum flow.

4.5.4 Flow Requirements

The LBFP could not be filled at a 2-sec fill rate. The
suit required a steady flow of 18 SCFN and a peak flow of 38 SCFN to fill
the suit in a 2.5-sec time interval. Therefore, any valve used with tW"
LBFP should be able to deliver these flow rates for G-onset rates
approaching 3.5 G/sec.

4.5.5 Normlized Parameters

The normalized force gages profiles are very tight (e.g.,
grouped) at all fill rates. This finding indicates that the LBFP fills and
bleeds as a unit, with all areas following the input suit pressure. The
suit pressure generally leads the force gages significantly, due to the
large suit size and to the flows required to fill the suit.

4.5.6 G-Force Effects

The LBFP was run through identical 2.5-sec fill and bleed
tests under static conditions, 2 G and 10 G. Appendix L contains the
static and G-effects plots. Examination of these graphs reivels that
differences generally occur:
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I) at flow shut-off point,

2) during the first 14 sec of data, or

3) at discontinuities in the curves.

"These plots indicate that there is no significant G-effect upon the
perforuance of the LBFP.

S.4.6 Pneumatic Lever Anti-G Suit

The Pneumatic Lever Anti-G suit ("Capstan suit") was built for
the U.S. Air Force. This garment uses the pneumatic capstan principle of
operation. A flexible hose extends down the side of each leg and is con-
nected to the suit fabric by interdigitized tapes; as pressure expands
the hose, the suit fabric is drawn tighter about the limb. These capstans
require higher than normal pressure (0 - 50 psiq),and are connected to a
special anti-G valve by a flexible hose and breakaway quick-disconnect<:1i fitting. Two sets of lacing adjustments are provided on each calf, and
thrw', on each thigh, so that the capstan size can be adjusted to the
desired ratio of capstan diameter to limb diameter. This suit is also
equippod with a standard pneumatic abdominal bladder which is pressurized
through a separate hose by a standard anti-G valve.

Data from Appendix M: "Pneumatic Lever Anti-G Suit Data Curves, are
presented in the following subsections in summary and in tables. Before
examining these data, the following considerations must be noted:

1) Flow requirements and suit volines cannot be compared with the
suit-volume data, as the test conditions are not the same.
The volume tests were run with evacuated suits, while the fill
and exhaust tests were made using suits filled to atmospheric

S2 pressure.

2) The 2-sec fill rate was used for valve flow delivery require-
emnits to the suit. representing approximately a 4 G/sec G-onsetrate.

3) Flow data curves (1- and 2-sec fill rates) generally show a fill
time of k to i% sec longer than the stated fill time. This

4 difference is a result of modeling techniques and data discon-
tinuities, and also of a statistical variation in flow control
"valve settings.
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* In addition to the curves and the tables in the following subsections,
each set of curves in Appendix M is preceded by a table containing the
minimum and maximum suit pressure, force gage readings, flow readings, and
representative deviations from the mean of tie data.

Lastly, while absolute maximum and minimum force-gage readings and
*1 suit-pressure readings are pr~sented in tables in Appendix M, the actual

curves are normalized. Relative comparisons are necessary, because
absolute force-gage readings are a function of variables other than suit
pressure and fill rate. Other variables include area of suit contact with
the force gage, bladder form, and suit fit. Further testing of this suit
was done under Contract Extension P00006 (of the TEHG Program), which
produced data that directly relates suit pressure vs. force (refer to
section 6 of this volume).

Since the Pneumatic Lever Suit has two separate bladder systems (i.e.,
abdominal bladder, and capstans) which are pressurized by separate valves,
this suit was tested as two separate suits. Because of the effect each
bladder system has on the volume of the other, all stretch volume measure-
ments were made with the other bladder at maximum pressure. In other
words, while the abdominal bladder was being tested, the capstans were
maintained at 50 psig; and, while the capstans were being tested, the
abdominal bladder was held at 10 psig.

4.6.1 Suit-Volume Tests

Listed in Table 34 are the volumes (in liters) for the
various sizes of the Pneumatic Lever Suit capstans, and for several
configurations of the medium-regular size. The~ mean values of the volume
and the three standard deviations are based vn a sample of five runs for
each suit size. The volumes were calculated1 at a suit pressure of 25 psig.
In Figure 13, the same data are shown as poiats on the 25-psig ordinate.

The various configurations of the mtedium-regular size were obtained by
U adjusting the suit on a fiberglass mannequin to a looser than normal fit,

a tighter than normal fit, and a normal fit. The suit was also tested
while properly fitted to a human subject. These volumes were used to
establish an average volume for the later tests.

'isted in Table 35 is the "stretch" volume of the Pneumatic Lever
Suit capstans (medium-regular suit) mounted on a fiberglass mannequin.
These data (Fig. 13) were obtained by evacuating the suit with a mild
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vacuum, then raising the suit pressure in 5-psig steps, and calculati"
the suit volume at each step. Three standard deviations from the GOaN
are also shwm.

In Tables 36 and 37. and Figure 14, are shown the same data as in
Tables 35 and 36, and Figure 13, except that capstan volume-. are expruised
in terms of standard air volume; i.e., the volume. in liter!., agrjupied by
the dir in the suit at 10.7 ps06. This Information Is useful in calculatlag
suit leak flow.

The variou-. confiqurttior volume%. md stretch volumes for the
dbdOmllnl bladder are shown in Table& 38 and 39. and in Figure 15.

In Tables 40 and 41 and Figure 16 ar* presented the %me data, in
term% of standard air volums,. as in Tables 38 and 39J and Figure IS.

It should be noted that the volume of thL cApstaaus of the Pneumatic
Lever Anti-G Suit is variable over quite a wide raWe (1.2 - 7.2 liter%
in the extreme test case%) because of the large &unt of adjustwnt of
capstan diameter available. The primary purpose of this adjustment ios
not, however, for volumetric control, but to control the forc2 ratio of
the suit. It can be show that the larger the ratio of capstan dimeter
to limb diameter. the greater the force applsed to the limb; i.e.. the
larger the capstan diameter, the greater the force. Thus. in addition to
varying the total force on the limb. the capstan desiqn allows a retro-
grade, inflation by making the capstan larger at the mAie% than at the
thigh.

Dyvam•ic testing of the Pneumatic Lever rust, abdominal bladder. mod
cap.tdn, was limited to two volume configurations--*Nid" and 9cx." The
lPid volume for the abdominal bladder was estoblished by testing with $0 psig
maintdined in the capstan&, the Mx volume, by testing with the cap-tans
vented. for capstan testing, the Mid voluim was established by flttiag

'A" the suit to the mannequin with d 6 to I ratio on the thigh and kme areas,and a 4 to I ratio on the calves, the Nux volume, by fitting the sumt to
the mannequin with a continuous 4 to I ratio.

4.6.2 Flow lawdefte

The Pogtic Lever $wit filled to rear required pressures
at all experimsstal fill rates.
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2. V+3u Medium-Regular on Mannequin
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5. Small-Regular Unmounted

o9 6. Proper Subject Fit
7. Loose Mannequin Fit
8. Proper Mannequin Fit
9. Tight Mannequin Fit
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Figure 13. Capstan volume of the Pneumatic Lever Anti-G Suit.
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Figure 14. Capstan standard air volume of the Pneumatic Lever
Anti-G Suit.
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Figure 15. Abdominal bladder volume of the Pneumiatic Lever
Antit-G Suit.
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4.6.3 Maximu (Max) Fill Rates (Abdominal Bladder)

The 1-sec and 20-sec fill rates for the two suit si. 4s

are compared in Table 42.

TABLE 42. AIDONINAL BLADDER FLOW RATES IN THE PHEIJIUTIC LEVER AMTI-G SUIT

SUIT F I F FM 1
VOL

I sec] (2Osec]

Mid 9.3 5.4 .65. 0.30

Max 30.5 9.8 7.0 0.40

FM the peak flw measured during the 5 runs.

the average maximim flow.

4.6.4 Flow Requirements (Abdominal Bladder)

To fi•l the Pneumatic Lever Abdominal Bladder. in the
required 2-sec time interval, necessitated a steady flow of 3.0 SCFM and
, peak flow of 3.5 SCFN. Therefore, any valve used with this bladder
should be able to deliver these flow rates for G-onset rates approaching

1 •4 G/sec.

4.6.5 Noiuialized Parameters (Abdominal Bladder).

The n ormalized force gage and bladder pressure profiles
are very at all fill rates. This finding indicates that the abdominal
bladder and bleeds follow the input suit pressure closely.

4.6.6 Maximum (Max) Fill Rates (Capstans)

14 The 1-sec and 20-sec fill rates for the two suit sizes
are compared In Tahbe 43.

TABLE 43. CAPSTAN FLOW RATES FOR THE PNEUMATIC LEVER ANTI-G SUIT

SUIT F
VOL MM1

(I sec] [20 sec]

Mid 39.7 37.0 21.9 2.5

I Max 51.4 39.0 21.2 2.7

F- the peak flow measured during the 5 runs.

FM the average maximum flowI.
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4.6.7 Flow Mulvienmts (Cap.tannsj

TO fill the Pneumtic Lever Suit cApstuas, in the
required 2-sec time interval, necessitated a steady flow of 17.7 SCFN and
a peak flow of 37 SCFM. Therefore, any valve used with the capstans should
be able to deliver these flow rates for G-onset rates approaching 4 G/sec.

4.6.8 Normulized Parameters (Capstans)

The normalized force qage and suit-pressure profiles
are not very tight (e.g., they are scattered at all fill and bleed ra,.es).
This finding indicates that the capstans do not fill and bleed as a unit,
with bladders lagging the input suit pressure by a considerable amount.
In fact. portions of the capstans appear to be evacuated, while other
portions are only starting to evacuate. (This phenomenon is discussed in
section 6.6.)

4.6.9 G-Force Effects

"The Pneumatic Lever Suit was run through identical
I-sec and 20-sec fill and bleed t*%ti under static conditions, 2 G and 10 G.14- Tables 44, 45, 46. and 47 contain the maximum normalized difference
for the respective parametews under G and static conditions. Examination
of graphs of the cases resulting in the greatest differences (refer to
Appendix M) reveals that these generally occur:

1) at flow shut-off point.

2) during the first 4 sec of data, or

3) at discontinuities in the curves.

Examination of the following tables, and associated plots, indicates
that there is no significant G-effect upon the performance of the Pneumatic
Lever Suit. All deviations between static and G-stressed conditions are
less than 0.1 for the bladder and less than 0.3 for the Capstans, and areI 2' probably not physiologically significant. It Is significant that the only
deviation over 0.2 occurred during the 1-sec fill in the right thigh of

V the Capstans, and is probably due: to suit-skin friction impeding the
application or release of pressure on the force sensor; or to discontinuities
in the Capstan curves, which occur in this suit only.
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45. ANTI-G PROTECTIVE SYSTEM FiELD-TEST PROCEDURES i-

The TEHG contractor has reviewed existing field-test procedures and
has recommended improvements in several areas.

p.m

5.1 Anti-G Suit Field-Test Procedures

5.1.1 Introduction.

During the TEHG contract, existing --i-G suit field-
test procedures were examined and compared to those o* the TEHG anti-G
suit tests. Several areas were found for improvement in the existing
field-test procedures. It should be cons'idered, however, that the need
for modifying or extending the present procedures--or the addition of
tests to prevent specific types of failures--might best be substantiated
by a thorough review of the history of anti-G suit failures. Such a
study was beyond the scope of the TEHG contract; and therefore the
proposed additional anti-G suit field-tests have been based on an engineering
failure mode evaluation of anti-G suits.

Anti-G suits are presently being examined in the field, on a periodic
basis, in two ways: first, through visual inspection by life-support
tecrinicians; and second, for leak rate at 5 psig.

5.1.2 Anti-G Suit Visual Inspection Procedures

Anti-G suits are presently being visually inspected
every 120 days for holes, tears, loose or faulty zippers or fasteners,
broken or worn lacings, faulty hose connections, contamination, or obvious
signs of physical damage or excessive wear. The criteria for these
judgments are somewhat subjective and may vary slightly from one iustalla-
tion to another; but the inspections are performed by life-support techni-
cians whose training and expertise best enable them to evaluate the anti-G
suit condition. The TEHG contractor has no recommendations for modifications

Sto existing USAF anti-G suit visual inspection procedures.

5.1.3 Existing Anti-G Suit Test Procedures

Present anti-G suit periodic test procedures in use at
USAF field installations are limited to the inflation of the suit to a
specified pressure level and to the monitoring of the pressure decay over
a specified time period. Existing procedures specifying the anti-G suit
tests are quite brief, and leave much of the test methodology and inter-
pretation to the discretion of the testing agency. Neither the rate nor
the method of anti-G suit pressurization is specified, and pressure sources
vary from hand pumps to regulated high-pressure bottles. Instrumentation
is not standardized, and numerous types of gages are in use. Anti-G suit
configuration during testing is not specified, and varies--from "open and
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lying flat," to being worn by an aircrew member during the test. The
acceptable anti-G suit leak rate is presently specified as "less than 1 psig
drop from 5 psig in the suit at the start of testing in one minute." At
some installations this test has been waived by USAF Air Training Command
(ATC) to "l psig drop from 5 psig in 20 sec." Anti-G suits with leak rates
in excess of these specifications are condemned.

These test procedures do not account for the initial volume of the
suit in making leak rate considerations. Initial suit volume has a signifi-
cant effect on leak rate; for instance, a British Mini Anti-G Suit, leaking
from 5 to 4 psig in 20 9ec, would have an average leak rate flow of
0.079 SCFI--whereas an LBFP Anti-G Suit, with the same pressure drop in
the same time, would have an average leak flow rate of 0.314 SCFM (or
about four times higher than the British Mini). (NOTE: These flow
rate calculations, based on suit volumes with the suit mounted on a
mannequin, would be slightly higher for an unmounted suit.) The same
effect would be noted between testing a "small-regular" and a "large-
long" anti-G suit of the same basic type. The result of this situation
is that a smaller anti-G suit might fail the existing test and be condemned,
while a larger suit with a much larger leak (puncture, or hole) might pass
the test and be returned to service.

Testing during the TEHG program has shown that leakage, per se, in
an anti-G suit does not have a significant effect on performance, for
any of the anti-G valves tested could easily maint 'n anti-G suit pressures
up to 10 psig, even with anti-G suit ILck rates far in excess of those now
deemed acceptable. For example, a USAF CSU 13A/P medium-regular anti-G
suit, leaking from 5 to 4 psig in I min, would be losing air at the rate
of 0.040 SCFM; or, at the 20-sec interval, the suit would be losing air
at 0.120 SCFM. During TEHG testing of the ALAR 8400A anti-G valve, leak
rates as high as 3.0 SCFM were introduced into a CSU 13A/P anti-G suit
at pressures up to 8 psig to test the anti-G valve sensitivity to pressure
hysteresis. Identical tests were run using the British VAG 110-007 anti-G
valve. The results of these tests were completely negative; that is, no
effect was discernible on suit pressure vs. Gz as a result of suit leaks
of up to 3.0 SCFM. In other words, the flow capabilities of these valves
at the test pressures exceed the suit leak rate. From these test results,
the necessity of condemning an anti-G suit, leaking at a rate of 0.040 SCFM,
seems questionable from an operational or performance point of view.
However, leakage could be considered an indication of an impending suit
failure. Sufficient data are not available to establish any statistical
correlation between anti-G suit leakage and subsequent failure; for actual
suit test data are not presently recorded--only whether or not the suit
met the test criteria. Also (as already mentioned), present anti-G suit
test procedures do not provide a reliable indication of suit leak size.
Because the rupture of an anti-G suit under high G would present a sub-
stantial hazard to the aircrewman, a test to provide a reliable indicationof an impending suit failure should be considered.

Present anti-G suit test procedures are designed to expose only
suit-pressure loss. Restrictions to air flow into the suit, which could
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could no ananteproper inflation schedule under a rapid G onset

ratesitatin, lsorepresent a potential failure mode of anti-b suits.
Suc retritios culdbe caused by foreign matter in the inlet hose, by
theinlt hseconectrby loose fabric in the inlet hose or bladder
inteconectng lnes bytwisted or pinched lines, or by various other

5.1.4 Proposed Anti-G Suit Field-Test Procedures

The following proposed procedures are based on the
experience gained in the conduct and results of anti-G suit-valve testing
during the TEHG contract. Each of the proposed tests has been performed
by the TEHG contractor during the contract, and samples of resulting data
are provided to illustrate the form of the proposed field-test data. The
sample curves are based on a limited number of tests due to the limited
availability of sample antl-G suits, Before precise acceptance limits
are defined, it would be necessary to obtain a statistically svgnificant
number (ten, randomly selected, would be minimum) of anti-G suits, of
each type and size to be field tested, to establish a high confidence
level of mean values an(' standard deviations between suits.

The proposed anti-G suit field tests have been designed to incorporate
a proof pressure check, a flow impedance test, and a suit leak test into
two simple sequential tests which can be readily accomplished by an auto-
matic checkout system. These tests and the related acceptance criteria
will account for variations in volume, hose impedance, and stretch between
the various types and sizes of suits to be tested. Further, the proposed
tests provide checks on the three main failure modes of anti-G suits (i.e.*
bursting, restricted air flow, and high leakage rate).

5.1.5 Antl-G Suit Test Configuration

In order to provide uniformity and to assure proper
conformity of the test results to required performance curves, all anti-G
suits must be configured to an identical condition prior to and during
the tests.

The anti-G suit field test will be accomplished after the suit has
been visually inspected and found acceptable. The anti-G suit under test
will be placed flat on a suitable surface, with the front of the suit facing
up. The inlet hose of the suit will be fully outstretched, and the hose
and bladder interconnecting lines will be exemined to insure that no kinks
or twists are In the lines. All suit zippers will be closed, and fasteners
will be connected. All lacings will be installed, tied off, and. stowed
properly.
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5.1.6 Anti-G Suit Proof Pressure and Stretch Test

The purpose of this test is twofold: (1) The suit is
pressurized above the maximum operational level to provide a proof pressure
test for possible hose or bladder rupture. (2) Because TEHG testing has
shown that the volume of a suit changes significantly on the first pres-
surization after a period of storage, this test will provide a common
volume condition for all suits of the same type and size, regardless of
their frequency of usage.

The suit (configured as stated in section 5.1.5) will be pressurized
to 12.0 psig. To assure that all of the suit bladders are pressurized
evenly, flow into the suit should be so regulated that 30 +/- 5 sec are
required for the suit pressure to reach 12.0 psig. Upon reaching 12.0 psig,
air flow to the suit should be terminated and the suit allowed to remain
under pressure for 1 min. (NOTE: Suit-pressure drop during this period
is not significant and need not be monitored.)

5.1.7 Anti-G Suit Flow Impedance and Leak Test

The purpose of this test is to establish both the air
flow impedance and the leak rate chdracteristics of the anti-G suit. The
air flow impedance will be tested in buth the fill and exhaust directions.

This test would probably be best implemented by the use of an auto-
matic control and recording device, because a manual system would probably
introduce an unacceptable amount of variation in test data.

To permit proper evaluation of test data, a strip-chart recorder
should be used to plot anti-G suit pressure vs. time. The time scale of
the recorder must be capable of resolving 0.25 sec.

The anti-G suit will be configured as at the end of the first test
with approximately lO-psig suit pressure. If necessary, the suit pressure
will be adjusted to 10 ± 0.2 psig. The suit pressure will be exhausted to
ambient pressure through a large valve -or 2.0 sec, at which time the valve
will be closed. Suit pres'ure will be munitored for I min after the valve

* is closed. Anti-G suit pressure shall remain at 1 psig or less for 1 min,
and each of the bladders will be "soft" (indicating a very low pressure
level).

The anti-G suit will be evacuated with a mild vacuum (approximately
15 in. of mercury). Before the next tests are begun, the suit will be
examined to assure that all bladders, interconnecting lines, etc., are
completely evacuated.

The antl-G suit will be pressurized to 10 ± 0.2 psig in 3 sec. The
transducer recording suit pressure will be connected to the system just
upstream from the anti-G suit fill connector, so that the pressure being
recorded will represent the pressure at the suit inlet connector. For
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rapid fill rates such as this test, after initially indicating 10 psig,
the suit pressure will immediately (within 0.125 sec) fall back to some
lower value as the pressure equalizes throughout the suit.

Anti-G suit-pressure levels will be recorded at the 1- and 2-min
levels after the initial 3-sec inflation of the suit. After the suit
pressure at the 2-min point has been recorded, the suit may be vented and
equipment secured from test. Figures 17, 18, and 19 show typical 3-sec
inflation curves, respectively, for the following anti-G suits (medium-
regular size): the CSU 12/P; the CSU 13A/P; and the CSU 15/P. The l-
and 2-min suit-pressure levels are also shown. Note that, on these curves,
the suit pressure rises rapidly for a short time (<_D.25 sec), levels at a
nearly constant pressure for 1.5 to 2.0 sec. and then rises rapidly to
10 psig. The constant pressure level on the curve is a significant data
point for the anti-G suit field-test, as this level represents the relative
flow impedance of the suit fill hose and connector. An anti-G suit
acceptance criterion will be stated giving an acceptable tolerance on the
"fill flow impedance" characteristic of each type of suit to be tested.
It will also be noted (from the information just given) that, after initially
reaching the 10-psig pressure level, the pressure falls rapidly (D0.125 sec)
to some point at which the curve suddenly flattens. This point, which also
provides a data point for anti-G suit acceptance criteria, represents the
internal flow impedance of the anti-G suit under test. As a matter of
interest (Figs. 17-19), note the much improved flow capabilities both in
the fill hose and internal flow of the CSU 13A/P and CSU 15/P suits, as
compared with those of the CSU 12/P. The point at the 1-min level includes
suit-pressure loss not only from pressure equalization and suit leakage,
but also from the effect of the anti-G suit having stretched through the
sudden application of pressure. The effect of pressure on anti-G suit
volume (suit stretch) is evident in Figures 20-22, concerning the respective
volumes of the CSU 12/P, CSU 13A/P, and CSU 15/P anti-G suits (medium-
regular size) as a fun,.-tion of pressure. The pressure loss from the 1-min
point to the 2-min point, a period in which the suit has stabilized,
is due almost entirely to suit leakage. The allowable pressure drop
between the 1- and 2-min levels will specify the criterion for the anti-G
suit leak rate.

5.1.8 Anti-G Suit Field-Test Acceptance Criteria

As already explained (In section 5 of this volume), suit *1

volume must be a consideration in calculating suit leakage rates from
pressure drop measurements. As a result of this characteristic and other
differing characteristics in various types of anti-G suits, it will be
necessary to provide an acceptance criteria number for each type and size
of anti-G suit to be tested.
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The TEHG contractor tested numerous anti-G suits to establish the

proposed test procedures and limits. Hiowever., sufficient quaiirities of
the various suits were not available, thus precluding a statistical sampleA large enough to set definite limits. He.nce, it is suggested that a minimum
of 10 randomly selected anti-G suits, of each type and s*ze being considered,
be field-tsted for volume to provide such a statistica: data base. Although
this task appear large, it could be readily accomplished using test
equipmw -ady developed during the TEHG proqram.

5.1.8.1 Anti-G-Suit Leak Rate Acceptance Criteria

Mean anti-G suit standard air volumes vs. suit
presnure for the CSU 12/P, CSU 13 A/P, and CSU 15/P suits (medium-regular
size) are shown in Figures 20, 21, and 22, respectively. This method of
display is of particular value in calculating suit leak flow rates, since
the volume of air lost from the suit in dropping from one suit pressure
to another can be read directly from the curve. If temperature is assumed
to remain constant during this change, the leak flow rate is given by:

SAV@Pi - SAV(Pf (3.531x10- )
Suit Leak Rate (SCFM) = time i s

[NOTE: The factor 3.5314I0-2 is for the conversion of liters to cubic feet.]

The maximum mean anti-G suit leak rate which is accepted under
existing criteria (from 5 to 4 psig in 20 sec) is dbout 0.114 SCFM,
computed from the average allowable for CSU 12/P, CSU 13A/P, and CSU 15/P
medium-regular suits. Since the anti-G suit leak rates of this order of
magnitude are not operationally signifirant (refer to section 5.1.3) and
since the proposed test includes a proor pressure test, it is recommended
that this allowable rate be increased to 0.25 SCFM. Suit leak rates of
this magnitude are already allowable under existing specifications for
the largest anti-G suits, but represent a relaxation of leak tolerances
for most of the anti-G suits in USAF inventory. It is further recommended
that, if the proposed anti-G suit field-test program is implemented, a

-If subsequent study of anti-G suit failure incidence be made to examine the
adequacy of the specified anti-G suit allowable leak rate.

In terms of test data, the suit leak rate will be calculated from
the suit-pressure readings taken at the I- and 2-min test time intervals
using the SAV vs. pressure curve provided for the particular suit under
test.

5.1.8.2 Anti-G Suit Vent Flow Rate Acceptance Criterion

It is recomiended that the antl-G suit vent flow
acceptance criterion be stated as: Antl-G suit pressure will drop from
1 0 ± 0.2 pslg to 1.0 psig or less, in 2 sec or less, when the suit hose
connector is vented to atmosphere.
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Figure 20. The effect of pressure on the volume (suit stretch) of
the CSU-12/P anti-G suit (medium-regular size).
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Figuro 21. The effect of pressure on the volume (suit stretch) of
the CSU-13A/P anti-G suit (medium-regular size).
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Although this requirement has not been verified on all sizes of all
anti-G suits, it has been met or exceeded by all suits tested during the
TFH5 program, and therefore can be proposed with a high degree of confidence
as eo valid test criterion at this time.

5.1.8.3 Anti-G Suit Fill Flow Rate Acceptance Criteria

TEHG testing has shown that the anti-G suit fill
flow rate varies widely betweeh different suit types, and must therefore
be stated individually for each suit type to be field tested. As stated
earlier, sufficient numbers of anti-G suits were not available during the
TEHG contract to establish a high confidence value for this parameter.
Preliminary indications are that an increase of 1.0 psig or more in this
parameter would show some flow impediment in the suit fill hose and would
be cause for rejection of the suit. The magnitude of this parameter would
be tal'n frcm the proposed field-test data as the average pressure value
of thk flat nortion of the 3-sec inflation curve (Fig. 17 - 19) between
approximately 0.25 sec and 1.75 sec.

5.1.8.4 Anti-G Suit Internal Flow Impedance Acceptance
Criteria

The anti-G suit internal flow impedance is defined
by the low point of the immediate pressure drop after reaching 10 psig on
the 3-sec inflation curve (Figs. 17 - 19). TEHG anti-G suit testing has
shown that this parameter varies from one type of suit to another, and
probably to some extent between suit sizes of the same type. It would
therefore be necessary to specify this parameter for each type, and perhaps
size, of anti-G suit to be field tested. Again, the precise value of this
acceptance criterion must await the testing of a statistically significant

; A, population of anti-G suits, but a preliminary estimate is that a decrease
of 0.5 psig would be an indication of unacceptably high suit internal
flow impedance.

5.1.8.5 Recommendations and Conclusions Concerning
Anti-G Suit Field Tests

The following six points summarize the TEHG
recommendation:, and conclusions for the field testing of anti-G suits:

1) A review of anti-G suit failures should be made to establish the
most frequent types of failure and the adequacy of present field-test

procedures.

2) Present anti-G suit visual ekamination procedures are adequate
and need not be modified.
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3) Present procedures should be changed to add more detail and
equipment definition, to specify suit configuration during test procedure,
to consider suit volume in making leak rate calculations, and to include
tests for other anti-G suit failure modes.

4) Additional anti-G suit field-test procedures are proposed which
define suit configuration for testing and include a proof pressure test,
a suit exhaust flow test, a suit fill flow test, a suit internal flow
impedance test, and a leak rate test.

5) Anti-G suit acceptance criteria are- defined for each of the
foregoing tests.

6) A statistically significant number of anti-G suits should be
tested before exact acceptance criteria are defined.

5.2 Anti-G Valve Field-Test Procedure

5.2.1 Introduction

The existing field-test procedure for anti-G valves
installed in aircraft is a simple press-to-test function check of the
system. This test shows only that the valve will supply air Pressure
to the anti-G suit, and does not give any quantitative indication of
performance, leak rate, etc. During the course of the TEHG contrac t , the
procedures developed for testing anti-G valves have been reviewed for
possible application to a field-test procedure. Also MIL-V-9370D,
Aeronautical Standards Group (ASG), dated 18 October 1967--which specifies
acceptance tests for anti-G valves--was reviewed to ascertain if any por-
tion of these tests might be adaptable to an anti-G valve field-test
procedure. [NOTE: MIL-V-9370D is available through the AeronauticalStandards Group, 8719 Colesville Road, Silver Spring, Md. 20910.]

As with the anti-G suits, no review was made of actual flight
failures of anti-G valves to establish the adequacy of present testing
or to establish the most common failure modes, as such a review was not
within the scope of the TEHG contract.

5.2.2 Existing Anti-G Valve Tests

At the present time, anti-G valves are tested each 400 hr
of flight time on the aircraft in which they are installed. This test
consists of depressing the "press-to-test" button and listening to the
resulting air flow from the valve. If, In the judgment of the technician
performing the test, the valve performance is adequate--the valve is
retained in service. If for any reason the anti-G valve is judged faulty--
it is scrapped and replaced. AntI-G valves are listed as expendable items
and are not usually repaired or overhauled.
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Mil-V-9370D (ASG), the military specification governing automatic
pressure-regulating valves for anti-G suits (anti-G valves), specifies
a battery of tests for the acceptance of new anti-G valves. Although
these tests are complete and precise, they specify the performance
requirements for a new valve and may be too stringent for valves which
have been in service. Mil-V-9370D specifies the allowable leak rate
through a valve as 0.01 liters/min (3.53 x 10-4 CFM), with 300 psig
applied to the inlet connector and valve pressure regulation, to be
within ±2 in. Hg (0.01 psig) at stable pressure levels. As stated in
section 5.1.3, TEHG testing has shown that leakage rates of up to 3.0 SCFM
do not measurably affect anti-G protective system performance; and it is
suspected that anti-G suit pressure variations of 0.01 psig would not 4

have a physiologically significant effect on anti-G protection. It is
assumed, therefore, that the anti-G valve acceptance criteria stated in
Mil-V-9370D are based on a relative measure of anti-G valve precision
and design requirements rather than on operational requirements.

5.2.3 Proposed Anti-G Valve Field Tests

Because of the variation in the mounting of anti-G
valves in different types of aircraft, it is recommended that--in order
to standardize tect prccedures--anti.;.G valves be removed from the air-
craft for field testing.

It Is also recommended that, to establish a quantitative measure
of anti-G valve condition, three tests be performed on anti-G valves on
a periodic basis.

As with the anti-G suit tests (refer section 5.1.7), it is suggested
that a statistically significant number of anti-G valves be tested to
establish precise acceptance criteria. A minimum of 10 randomly selected
Santi-G valves should be tested to define these parameters. Each valve
should be selected from an aircraft with a minimum of 400-hr flight timeon the valve.

(A) Anti-G Valve Field Leak Test: The anti-G valve
under test is to be mounted on a suitable fixture with the G sensing axis
positioned vertically. The inlet connector of the valve will be connectedto a rigid container, 22 in.3 (361 cm3) (an Emergency Oxygen Bottle of
this volume is suggested]. The connecting line from bottle to the valve
should be kept to a minimum length and size [an "AN (Army-Navy) type of
steel braided high-pressure hose, 1/8 - 1/4 in. (3.2 - 6.4 mn) i.d., and
about 18 in. (45.7 cm) in length, is suggested]. A suitable shut-off
valve Is to be connected to the opposite end of the bottle for pressure
servicing. The bottle will be pressurized to 300 psig, measured by a
suitable transducer connected to the bottle. Bottle pressure will be
monitored for 5 min, with the pressure level being recorded each minute.
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Allowable anti-G valve leak rate will be specified as a maximum
pressure drop In the 5-min period. The precise value of this pressure
drop cannot be specified until a sufficient number of valves have been
tested (refer to section 5.2.3) to establish a statistical base.

(B) Anti-G Valve Relief Valve Field Test: The anti-G
valve under test will be mounted on a fixture, as described in section
5.2.3 (A). The outlet of the anti-G valve will be connected to a tank
with a voluipe of at least 1 liter. The tank will be connected to a
suitable pressure gage or transducer with a range of at least 0 - 15 psig.
The inlet of the anti-G valve will be connected to a regulated 300-psig
pressure source. The "press-to-test" button will be depressed as far as
possible. The relief valve will be observed to open at a pressure between
8.5 psig and 11.0 psig. The "press-to-test" button will be held fully
depressed for 10 sec, and the pressure in the tank shall not exceed
11.0 psig.

(C) Anti-G Valve Response Field Test: The anti-G valve
under test will be mounted on a fixture, as described in section 5.2.3 (A),
and the inlet will be connected to a regulated 125-psig pressure source.
The outlet of the valve will be connected to a flexible container with
a volume of approximately 10 liters. (An anti-G suit is suggested.) A
pressure gage or transducer with a range of at least 0 - 15 psig will be
connected to the valve output line. Weights simulating 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10 G will be successively placed in the "press-to-test" button, and then
will be successively removed in reverse order, Pressure readings taken
at each G level will be within the following limits:

G Level Pressure (psig)

2 0.00 - 1.10

4 2.90 - 4.19

4
6 5.80 - 7.29

8 8.70 - 10.38

10 8.70 - 11.00

The time for the pressure to stabilize at G level, after the weight
has been added or removed, shall not exc.eed 5 sec.

5.2.4 Conclusions Concerning Anti-G Valve Field Tests

Although the suggested field tests of anti-G valves arei ~more time consuming than present test procedures and will require some i(
additional equipment, the performance of the proposed tests at 400-hr

Sintervals will provide a significant improvement in the quantitative
evaluation of anti-G valve condition.
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6. SUPPLEMENTAL PNEUMATIC LEVER ANTI-G SUIT EVALUATION

Additional tests were performed under Contract Extension P00006 to
the basic TEHG contract. The purpose of these tests was to measure
quantitatively the forces applied to various surface areas of a mannequin
by the USAF Capstan Anti-G suit exposed to various levels of acceleration
(Gz) and to varying onset rates. The tests also indicated such factors
as lead or lag time between different Capstan bladder inflations and
deflations, and between abdominal bladder and Capstan bladder inflations
and deflations.

6.1 Description of Test

The following tests evaluated, under dynamic conditions on
the Human Centrifuge at USAFSAM, the performance of the USAF Pneumatic
Lever (Capstan) anti-G suit (P/N 12392G-O3KXAZO, from David Clark Co.,
Inc., 360 Franklin St., Worchester, Mass. 01613). The abdominal bladder
nf the suit was pressurized by a standard ALAR 8400 "A" anti-G valve.
The Capstan section of the suit was pressurized by an ALAR 8524 "special"
anti-G valve.

6.2 Description of Test Setup

A fiberglass mannequin was fitted with a USAF Capstan anti-G
suit, P/N 12392G-O3KXAZO (medium-regular size). The suit was fitted to
the mannequin with a 4 to 1 (limb diameter to capstan diameter) ratio
at the calves, and an approximate 6 to 1 ratio at the thighs. The waist
and the abdominal bladder were adjusted to a proper fit. The mannequin
was equipped with force button strain-gages--on the abdomen, lumbosacral
region of the back, left and right thighs, and left calf--which measured
the force (applied by the suit) normal to the mannequin at these points.

" ALRAn instrumentation test table was mounted in the gondola. The
ALAR 8524 special anti-G valve was so mounted on this table as to be
alined with the gondola accelerometer. Also mounted on the test table

EDITOR'S NOTE: For detailed Information on the subject of relevant
"valves, the reader is referred to Volume II (of the TEHG
series), entitled: ANTI-G VALVES (SAN-TR--78-11).
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were: a flow transducer (0 - 60 SCFM);,a Giannini pressure transducer
(0 - 30 psia); a Teledyne pressure transducer (0 - 500 psig); a CIC

pressure transducer (0 - 250 psig); and an ASCO solenoid valve (ASCO =

Automatic Switch Co., Florham Park, N.J.). [Addresses of the other

companies are given in section 6.3, as footnote to tabulated material].

The instrumentation configuration is shown in Figure 23 (refer to

p. 117).

A "K" bottle of compressed air and a pressure regulator also were
mounted in the gondola. Air pressure from the K bottle was plumbed
through the regulator to the flow transducer, with an intermediate
tap for the CIC pressure transducer to monitor source pressure. Air
pressure was plumbed from the flow transducer to the solenoid valve
which was remotely actuated from the control console and was used to
conserve air between tests. The solenoid valve was connected to the
"inlet" of the ALAR 8524 Anti-G valve. The "outlet" of the ALAR 8524
was connected to the Capstan section of the suit, with an intermediate
tap for the Teledyne pressure transducer at the suit connection to
monitor capstan pressure.

The outlet of the existing gondola-mounted anti-G valve (ALAR 8400A)
was connected to the suit abdominal bladder. The Giannini pressure
transducer monitored the abdominal bladder connection At the suit
connector. The existing gondola air-pressure source was used for
the ALAR 8400A.

The signals from all of the instrumentation were transferred
through the centrifuge slip rings to the control-room brush amplifiers;
and data were recorded, both on brush charts and magnetic tape, for
subsequent analysis.

6.3 Instrumentation and Parameters Monitored

On each shift, the transducers and data recording devicesSin these tests were calibrated prior to testing. Pressure transducers
were calibrated at 0 psig and at a selected maximum pressure by using
the Datametrics Pressure Calibration System. The flow meter system
was calibrated by using the "internal" calibration check feature.
The force transducers were calibrated at 0 lb (0 kg) and at 10 lb

iI

(4.536 kg) force, by using a special weight designed for this purpose.
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The following information concerns the instrumentation used in
these tests:

NO. PARAMETER ITEM SOURCE* MODEL RANGE

1 Acceleration (Gz) Accelerometer Page CA-19R-20G-1311 1-10 G

1 Source pressure iPressure XDCR CIC 3000 0-250 psig

1 Capstan pressure Pressure XDCR Teledyne 175 0-500 psig

1 Abdominal bladder Pressure XDCR Giannini 451212-4 0-30 psia
pressure

1 Flow Flow XDCR Datametrics 800-LM 0-60 SCFM

5 Force Force XDCR Houston 1200-15C 0-15 lb
Scientific (0-6.804 kg

*Company addresses: Page Engineering Co., 13035 Saticoy St.,
N. Hollywood, Calif.; CIC = Computer Instruments Corp.,
92 Madison Ave., Hempstead, L.I., N.Y. 11550; Teledyne (now:
Teledyne/Geotech), Box 28277, Dallas, Tex. 75228; Giannini,
Pasadena, Calif.; Datametrics (A Subsidiary of ITE Imperial
Corp.), 340 Fordham Rd., Wilmington, Mass. 01887; and Houston
Scientific (The HSI Corporation), 4202 Directors Row. Houston,
Tex. 77018.

XDCR - transducer

6.4 Test Protocol

Tests on the USAF Pneumatic Lever Anti-G Suit were conducted
in the following phases (I - IV).

6.4.1 Phase I--Baseline Response

The purpose of this test was to establish the response
of the suit to a very slow change in Gz and, therefore, to a very slow
change in suit pressures. The test was set up (as already described in
section 6.2) and the mannequin was mounted in the seat. Source pressure
for the ALAR 8524 Capstan valve was set at 125 pslg; and, for the
ALAR 8400A atomlnal bladder valve, at 80 pslg. The centrifuge was
accelerated, at a rate of 0.1 G/sec, from 1 G to 10 G. Data were4. recorded throughout this period, which comprised one "run." The centri-
,f • , then decelerated, at the same rate, from 10 G to 1 G. Data

-corded throughout this period and were documented as a separate
" A total of 10 runs (5 up and 5 down) were made to provide a

cistical data base.
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6.4.2 Phase II--High Rate of Change Response

The purpose of these tests was to establish the response
of the suit in a more rapidly changing Gz field. The test setup described
in section 6.2 was used. A total of 10 runs (5 up and 5 down) were made
at each of three different onset rates (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 G/sec).

6.4.3 Phase lII--SimuHate ialnComat neuver SACM
Response

The purpose of this test was to establish the response
of the suit to a rapidly varying Gz field. (The test setup has been
described in section 6.2.) The centrifuge was run through a SACM from
1 to 8 G. Data were taken during the run which was approximately
100 sec long. Three iterations of this test were made.

6.4.4 Phase IV--Suit-Manneduin Interface Pressure Calibration

In addition to the dynamit tests just listed, a series
of static tests were performed. These tests established the relationship
(scaling) between the force registered by the strain gages mounted on the
mannequin and the actual suit-mannequin interface pressure. A water-
filled bladder was inserted between the suit and the mannequin at a
location near to, and circumferentially in line with, the strain gage
being scaled.

[NOTE: Prior to testing, the strain gages and associated
recording equipment were calibrated from 0 to 10 lb
(0 to 4.536 kg) force using a test weight.]

The water-filled bladder was connected to a calibrated pressure transducer,
and the connecting line and transducer were bled free of air. Capstan
pressure was increased from 0 to 50 psig; and capstan pressure, water-
bladder pressure, and strain-gage force were recorded. A minimum of two
"water-bladder locations, usually diametrically opposed and in line with
the strain gage. were tested for each strain-gage locati.n.

6.5 Description of Data Curves

All data taken during the foregoing tests were recorded on
brush charts and, with the exception of Phase IV, on magnetic tape for
subsequent computer analysis and plotting. In all cases except Phase III,
the mean values of the data taken on several runs were displayed. Data
displayed for Phase III resulted from one "typical" run (selected from
several runs) due to the inherent nonrepeatability of the ACM. Similar
data were displayed on one graph, whenever possible, to facilitate
comparison.t I
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6.5.1 Definitions ("Key") for Symbols Used on Curves

The definitions (key) for the symbols used on
Figures 24 - 50 are given in Table 48. The symbols are shown as data
points on the curves in the respective figures.

6.5.2 Abdominal Bladder Pressure vs. Acceleration (Fig. 24)

In Figure 24, the curves present the pressure (psig)
in the bladder vs. acceleration (G) for all four onset rates.

6.5.3 Capstan Pressure vs. Acceleration (Fig. 25)

In Figure 25, the curves present the pressure (psig)
in the capstans vs. acceleration (G) for all four onset rates.

6.5.4 Abdominal and Back Interface Pressure vs. Bladder
Pressure (Figs. 26,- 292

In Figures 26 - 29, the curves show the pressure (psi)
on the mannequin skin at the abdomen and lower back as a function of
bladder pressure (psig). One curve is provided for each onset rate.

6.5.5 Calf and Thigh Interface Pressure vs. Capstan-Pressure
(Figs. 30- 33)

In Figures 30 - 33. the curves show the pressure (psi)
on the mannequin skin at the left and right thighs, and at the left calf,
as a function of capstan pressure (psig). One curve is provided for each
onset rate.

6.5.6 Abdominal and Back Interface Pressure vs. Bladder
! ~~~Pressure, (Figs.34 5). .

In Figures 34 and 35, the curves show the pressure (psi)
on the mannequin skin at the abdomen and lower back as a function ofbladder pressure (psig) Curves for the abdomn and back are shown on

separate charts which compare performance at 0.1 (/sec with that at
1.5 G/sec.
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6.5.7 Thigh and Calf Interface Pressure vs. Capstan Pressure
(Figs. 36 - 38)' -- - "

In Figures 36 - 38, the curves show the pressure (psi)
on the mannequin skin at the left and right thighs, and at the left
calf, as a function of capstan pressure (psig). Curves for each limb
are shown on separate charts which compare performance at 0.1 G/sec with
that at 1.5 G/sec.

6.5.8 Compare Abdominal and Back Increasing and Decreasing
Pressure# vs. Bladder Pressures (FIgs. 39 - 40)

In Figures 39 and 40, the curves show the mannequin
sKin prcssure (psi) for increasing and decreasing Gz runs as a function of
the suit pressures. Curves for the abdomen and back are shown on separate
charts. All runs were made at 0.1 G/sec.

6.5.9 Compare Thigh and Calf Increasing and Decreasing
Pressures vs. Capstan Pressure (Figs. 41--43)

In Figures 41 - 43, the curves show the mannequin skin
pressure on the thighs and left calf (psi) vs. the capstan pressure (psig)
for increasing and decreasing Gz runs. Curves for each limb are shown on
separate charts. All runs were made at 0.1 G/sec.

6.5.10 Hysteresis Between Increasing and Decreasing Runs for
the Abdominal Bladder (Figs. 44 - 45)

In Figures 44 and 45, the curves show the difference in
abdominal and back skin pressures between increasing and decreasing Gz
runs vs. abdominal bladder pressure. Curves for all four onset rates
are shown on each chart. Curves for the abdomen and lower back are shown
on separate charts.

6.5.11 Hysteresis Between Increasitng and Decreasing Runs for
the Capstan (Figs..46 - 48)

In Figures 46 - 48, the curves show the difference in
1lib skin pressures between increasing and decreasing Gx runs vs. capstan
pressure. Curves for all four onset rates are shown on each chirt.
Curves for each limb are plotted on separate charts.
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6.5.12 SAMI" Runs for Abdominal Bladder (Fig. 49)

In Figure 49, the curve shows abdominal and back skin
pressures, abdominal bladder pressures, and acceleration vs. time for
SACM runs. Abdonmnal and lower back curves are plotted separately on
the same graph.

6.5.13 SAC4 Runs for Capstan (Fig. 50)

In Figure 50, the curve shows limb skin pressures, capstan
pressures, and acceleration vs. time for SACM runs. Curv s for the left
and right thigh, and the' left calf, are plotted separately on the same graph.

6.6 Review of Test Results

The primary purpose of this series of tests (in section 6) has
been to establish the quantitative relationship between pressure in the
capstan and the resultihtg pressure against the skin of the mannequin. In
reviewing the results of these tests, one should remember that they were
conducted using a solid mannequin as a test subject--and that actual
skin pressure on a human subject might be somewhat different.

Because the results of Phase IV (in section 6.4.4) have been used to
scale the data obtained from the force buttons mounted on the mannequin
during the tests, these results are discussed first. As already explained
(in secdton 6.4.4), the water-filled bag was used in conjunction with the
"force button, at each location, to find a scale factor for converting the
force button output voltage to actual suit-muiquin interface pressure.
A series of three to five runs were made with the water bag at each loca-
tion, from 0 to 50 psig for the capstans, and from 0 to 10 psig for the
abdominal bladder. After the results of these runs wre plotted, the
slopes of the resulting lines were calculated as follows:

Right calf ............. *

Left calf ............... 0.946 psi/lbf

Left thigh .............. 1.308 ps/lbf

"Right thigh .......... 1.505 psI/lbf

Abdm ................. 1.621 psl/lbf

Back .................... 1.0W psi/lbf

. kcasae loth tUe fre on tie abbmas
and the force op the back were to be tated,
the force button had to be re fro tmI
right calf to use on the beck. Cmses-mtly,
no data a* the right calf um taksm.
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These slopes were used in the computer preparation of the data curves
resulting fromn these tests. Therefore, whenever a graph is scaled in
"*Force Gage Pressure," it is In actual pressure (in psi) of the suit4 interface with the skin.

A review of Figures 24 and 25 shows thiat the suit response to varying
onset rates of Increasing Gz is very good. Although the data in Figures
24 and 25 include the effects of thb anti-G valves selected for this test.
these curves show that the flow capability of the suit--both in the
bladder and capstans--is sufficient to follow very closely the onset
rates of up to 1.5 6/sec. The abdominal bladder (Fig. 24) does start to
lag slightly in the 3 - 5 G range, but stays within very acceptable limits.I
Figures 34 and 35 also indicate the very "tight" relationship of bladder
pressure and abdominal and back interface pressure when the slowest
(0.1 G/sec) and the fastest (1.5 Glsec) onset rates are compared.

Examination of Figures 26 - 29 shows the linearity of the relationship
between bladder pressure and the suit-skin pressure, both on the abdomen
and lower back. It should be noted that the abdominal pressure is slightly
more than twice the back pressure at all onset rates. The maximum pressure
on the abdomen was about 8 psi, with the bladder suit pressure at 9.5 pslg.'1 Figures 30 - 33 show the relationship of capstan pressure to limb
interface pressures. The left calf leads both thighs at all onset rates.
This finding was expected, since the suit was fitted with a higher force
ratio (4:1) in the calves than in the thighs (6:1). Moreover, ts left
thigh leads the right thigh In all cases. It was noted during testing'
(especially by the hiamLn subject who more this suit) that a significant
time lag occurred between the left capstan, iwhae the inlet hose Is
connected, and the right capstan. Although the lag of the right side
would therefore have been expected to be mre prominmced at the highe
onset rates, such (inexlicably) is rat the case.

Examination of suit hysteresis (Figs. 39 - 43) shows that the suit
tends to maintain interface pressure for a significant time after bladder
or capstan pressure has beew lowered. This effect is much mor* evident
on the capstans then on the bladder. It is thouight tint this difference
is caused by the suit being held In place. after it has been pulled tight,
by the frictional forces sxisting betwee the suit and the manneuin.

'A A overall view of abdominal blade perfrmece is presented in
Figure 49. Thes@ data, resulting from a SAQN rum, show the oxtrwnly
close relatimnship of abdoinial bladder pressurw amd suit Isterface,
pressure at the abdim.n. Note that, during this run, these two pressures
colid met be sarated by the co~t~ ad uupw as a single cirve.

* j The pe force, of the capstans In a SAW run is shown in Figure SO.
The Interface pressures stay quite cloae togethier during the rum, indicating
a fairly urniform In rfoece. UrMI., th foll far below the pressure
curve an the eatromly fast onet rates of the SAUL (It is not known



how much of this effect is due to the anti-G valve performance, because
the Capstan Anti-G Valve was not tested during the TEHG program.)

Evaluation of the physiologic significance of these data is beyond
the scope of this effort. The exceptionally fast response time of the
capstan system tested is emphasized, and its capacity for adjustment of
force ratios along the leg may be significant. However, the conduct of
these tests re-emphasized to the investigators the operational difficul-
ties associated with the Capstan Anti-G Suit. Any subsequent evaluation
of relative merit between Capstan Anti-C Suits and conventional 3- or
5-bladder anti-G suits must consider the trade-offs between performance
and application difficulty as they relate to and affect the mission.
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7. CONCLUSION

As the concluding volume in this series under the TEHG program,
Volume III has incorporated detailed information on the anti-G suit
portion"-f the research. Hence the respective sections in this volume
are condensations of exhaustive tests on: the operation, monitoring,
and test protocol of the anti-G suits; the various types of suits; the
field-test procedures for the anti-G protective systems; and the supple-
mental evaluation of the Pneumatic Lever (Capstan) suit.

Related material is available in: Volume I (SAM-TR-78-10), which
includes descriptions of the elements of'--daT measurement and handling
common to the majority of the tests, as well as comprehensive information
on the miscellaneous tests and their results; and Volume II (SAM-TR-78-11),
which contains reports on the anti-G valve tests and on the Standard
Anti-G Valve Test Protocol.
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ABBHLVIATIONS, ACRUNYMS, ANU SYMBOLS

ACM Aerial Combat Maneuver(s)

AN Army-Navy (used in the identifying numbers of parts or fittings)

ASG Aeronautical Standards Group

Fv air flow

Gz acceleration along the Z axis (head to foot)

Hg mercury

i.d. inside diameter

in. 3  cubic inch(es)

kg kilogram(s)

lbf pound-force

LBFP Lower Body Full Pressure (anti-G suit)

max maximum

mid median

min minimum

NOMEX trade name of a high-temperature resistant cloth

P00006 extension to the basic TEHG contract with USAFSAM

Pb anti-G suit bladder pressure

P/N part number

PS source pressure

psi pounds per square inch

psia pounds per square inch absolute

psid pounds per square inch differential

* psig pounds per square inch gage

SPv suit pressure

SACM Simulated Aerial Combat Maneuver(s)

SAM School of Aerospace Medicine (Brooks AFB, Tex.)

SAV standard air volumes

SCF standard cubic foot

SCFM standard cubic feet per minute

VNB Biodynamics Branch, of the Crew Technology Division (SAM/VNB)

Vs suit volumeis
S I XDCR transducer 151
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LIST OF APPENDIXES FOR THE TEHG SERIES: VOLUMES It II, and III.

(Although the information in these Appendix*a pertains
to all three voatiG, most of the data In u B applyespecially to Vol. I; in C - G.2, to Vol. IX; and, in
H_- M._2• to Vol . XrZ. )

A. Mass spectrometer data curves ,

SB. Pressure transducers data curves

C. Hymatic VAG 110-007 anti-G valve data curves

D. ALAR 88535-8400A anti-G valve data curves

E. Bendix FR-139-A2 antl-G valve data curves

F. USAFSAM electronic anti-G valve data curves

G.1. The 1O-G mode Honeywell fluidic anti-G valve data curves

G.2. The 50-G mode Honeywell fluidic antl-G valve data curves

H . CSU 12/P anti-G suit data curves

I. CSU 13/P antl-G suit data curves

J. CSU 15/P anti-G suit data curves

K. RAF mini anti-G suit data curves

L. Lower body full pressure anti-G suit data curves

M.l. Bladder USAF pneumatic lever anti-G suit data curves

M1.2. Legs USAF pneumatic lever anti-G suit data curves

N. Mass spectrometer data analysis program listing

0. Pressure transducer data analysis program listing

! P. Anti-G valve data analysis program listing

SQ. Anti-G suit data analysis program listing

R. Supplemental pneumatic lever evaluation program listing
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[How to order Appendixes A - RI

I

RE: The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine's Technical Report Series
on Engineering Test and Evaluation Durng High -G--

Volume I (SAM-TR-78-10), Volume 11 (SAM-TR-78.-1l),
and Volume III (SAM-TR-79-12)

APPENDIXES A - R:

In order for comprehensive information on this research
to be readily accessible, microfiche have been made of
these Appendixes. The microfiche are available,
individually or collectively, through:

The Strughold Aeromedical Library
Documentation Section (SAN/TSK)
USAF ScoGol of Aerospace Medicine
Brooks AM, Texas 78235

i.
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